CASE STUDY

Competitive Advantage Gained through
Advanced Social Media Analytics

Client
Client: Captiv8
Industry: Marketing & Advertising
Challenge: Social media data
analysis in real time
Solution: Social Media Analytics
Platform
Service Provided: Big Data
Engineering, Predictive Modeling
Technologies: Hadoop Stack
(HBase, Kafka), Cloudera, Python

A digital marketplace that helps brands and influencers connect to impact
audiences around the world.
Before engaging with InData Labs the client had built an online marketplace
where top social media influencers could connect with brands. The marketplace
had been functioning successfully, and adding analytics platform to the
marketplace was seen as the next strategically important milestone by the
client’s product team.

Challenge
The data analytics platform was at its early days when InData Labs arrived. The
customer had been using an analytics tool that fit for Instagram analytics only.
The existing solution had a number of limitations which prevented the company
from further development of their software-as-a-service analytics side.
The major improvements that the customer wanted to make were:
 to enable real-time analytics
 to start working with a number of new social networks
 to enable influencer analytics using machine learning

“Without InData Labs we wouldn’t
have gotten all the exclusive data
from social media that we offer to
our customers today. With no
doubt, I highly recommend InData
Labs for any big data related
projects.”

Vishal Gurbuxani,
Founder/ CTO, Captiv8

InData Labs was brought on board as a big data & data science expert partner to
build the advanced social media analytics platform.

Solution
InData Labs was chosen for the two main reasons:
 InData Labs is experienced both in data science and social media analytics.
The client didn’t have such an expertise in house and was looking for an expert
partner.
 InData Labs has its own social media analytics platform. Building an
application on top of it reduces time and costs of the project, which became a
crucial point for the client to decide in favor of InData Labs.
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Technically the client was planning to build a two-side platform:
 one side for Influencers where they could have access to data about how many
followers they might lose or gain each day, where their audience comes from, or the
most engaging times to post a photo or video
 and the other side for advertisers (brands), where they can define the goals of their
campaign, and then they can track later reach through metrics like mentions of a
hashtag, total views or added followers.
Having product goals clear InData Labs evaluated its capabilities to retrieve required
data from social media:
In general there were two types of data needed to enable the analytics platforms:
1.
2.

Tracking performance of content, monitoring engagement metrics (shares,
likes, comments) in real time.
User analytics and user segmentation by age, gender, location, interests
and income

The client wanted to work with Instagram, Vine and Twitter. APIs of these networks
provide quantitative metrics but user’s demographics and interests are closed for
third parties. The only way to get the data is to make predictions based on social
media usage patterns.
For Captiv8 InData Labs built a solution that downloads all publicly available data
from social networks. The data is used either directly for building BI reports or as an
input for InData Labs’ predictive models that predict gender, age, location and
interests of social media users.
The solution is represented by a range of web services that have been built on
Hadoop Stack: HBase database and Kafka for building real-time data pipelines.
Integration of the solution with partner’s system was of high priority for InData Labs
engineering team, the web services were designed with due account for specific
needs of the customer. Basically InData Labs provides all the necessary data in the
required format for the client’s platform.

Result: ready to use platform for advanced social
media analytics
The new solution amplified analytical capabilities of the client significantly.

Interested in learning more?
Email us at info@indatalabs.com
Call us at +375 293 406 170
www.indatalabs.com

InData Labs helped the client to build an advanced analytics platform for Instagram,
Vine and Twitter. The solution has enabled real-time analytics on the platform and
brought powerful insights into social media user behavior. These features made
client’s product the first in class analytics, marketing platform for the moment.
It’s important that productivity of the new infrastructure has improved significantly,
compared to the former infrastructure. The client will benefit from the significant
reduction of the infrastructure costs.
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